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Abstract
For a viewpoint-diverse news recommender, identifying whether two news articles express the same viewpoint is
essential. One way to determine ”same or different” viewpoint is stance detection. In this paper, we investigate
the robustness of operationalization choices for few-shot stance detection, with special attention to modelling
stance across different topics. Our experiments test pre-registered hypotheses on stance detection. Specifically,
we compare two stance task definitions (Pro/Con versus Same Side Stance), two LLM architectures (bi-encoding
versus cross-encoding), and adding Natural Language Inference knowledge, with pre-trained RoBERTa models
trained with shots of 100 examples from 7 different stance detection datasets. Some of our hypotheses and
claims from earlier work can be confirmed, while others give more inconsistent results. The effect of the Same
Side Stance definition on performance differs per dataset and is influenced by other modelling choices. We
found no relationship between the number of training topics in the training shots and performance. In general,
cross-encoding out-performs bi-encoding, and adding NLI training to our models gives considerable improvement,
but these results are not consistent across all datasets. Our results indicate that it is essential to include multiple
datasets and systematic modelling experiments when aiming to find robust modelling choices for the concept ‘stance’.

Keywords: computational argumentation, preregistration, stance detection

1. Introduction

Recently, work has stated the importance of dif-
ferent viewpoints in news exposure for a healthy
democracy (Helberger, 2019; Mattis et al., 2022).
Designing a viewpoint-diverse news recommender
requires measuring how news articles differ in
viewpoint. One way to determine difference in
viewpoint is to measure different stances (pro ver-
sus con) towards a topic in recommended news
articles, as Alam et al. (2022) do on German news
texts covering the immigration debate.

However, a challenge for the stance approach
in viewpoint detection is that the news continu-
ously has new discussion topics. Models trained
on stance detection in one topic do not neces-
sarily work well on other topics (Reuver et al.,
2021; Jakobsen et al., 2021). Cross-topic perfor-
mance of stance models is influenced by differ-
ent choices when modelling the concept ”stance”:
task definition, dataset, modelling architecture and
model pre-training knowledge. We compare mod-
elling choices for few-shot cross-topic and in-topic
stance detection.

One modelling choice is task definition: Stances
are usually defined as statements in favour (pro),
against (con), or neutral towards a topic or goal
(Thomas et al., 2006; Mohammad et al., 2016;
Küçük and Can, 2020; Schiller et al., 2021). We
compare this task definition to Same Side Stance
Classification (SSSC) (Stein et al., 2021). SSSC

is the task of classifying whether a pair of texts ex-
press the same (e.g. pro+pro, con+con) or a dif-
ferent (e.g. pro+con) stance on a topic. The sec-
ond modelling choice is the training architecture:
we compare cross-encoding and bi-encoding. We
also investigate modelling with or without knowl-
edge of Natural Language Inference (NLI).

We preregistered potentially fruitful hypotheses
and experiments before running experiments. Our
preregistration follows the preregistration recom-
mendations by Van Miltenburg et al. (2021). In a
preregistered report,1 we registered our research
questions, datasets, and hypotheses before doing
our experiments and analyses. We adhered to the
question: “Would a reader of the manuscript won-
der whether a given decision about analysis, data
source or hypothesis was made after knowing the
results?” 2

We address two research questions:

• How do different modelling choices (task def-
initions and architecture differences) affect
few-shot classification performance on differ-
ent stance datasets?

• To what extent do these modelling choices af-
fect few-shot cross-topic robustness?

1https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=
ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943

2www.aspredicted.org/messages/why_
limits.php

https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943
https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943
www.aspredicted.org/messages/why_limits.php
www.aspredicted.org/messages/why_limits.php
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Figure 1: The experimental set-up of this paper, visualizing the different decision points being researched
as well as the different scenarios (cross and in-topic) and seven training and evaluation datasets.

This work adds three main contributions to the
literature: (1) we investigate the effect of several
core modelling choices and their interaction on
cross-topic stance modelling, including task defini-
tion (Pro/Con versus Same Side Stance); (2) We
adapt a benchmark of seven datasets on Pro/Con
stance detection into one for also measuring Same
Side Stance, and release this adaptation; and (3)
we are, to our knowledge, the first study to pre-
register hypotheses and experiments in computa-
tional argumentation. We hope this will inspire
other researchers to also pre-register their stud-
ies, for transparency and systematicity. For ad-
ditional transparency, we also release our exper-
imental code.3

2. Background

We address different modelling choices for stance
detection: task definition, architecture, and re-
lated task knowledge. Section 2.1 discusses re-
lated work on each of the choices. Section 2.2
discusses earlier literature on cross-topic stance
detection, especially in the few-shot setting, and
relates this work to the experimental modelling
choices represented in Figure 1.

2.1. Stance Modelling Decisions
Stance Definitions Previous work has measured
different viewpoint in news articles as opinion arti-
cles with a different framing of the same issue or
topic (Mulder et al., 2021) or articles with a different

3https://github.com/myrthereuver/
ModelDecisionsStance

stance score on the same issue (Alam et al., 2022).
Stance is a useful operationalization of viewpoint:
it captures different positional opinions on socio-
political issues (Du Bois, 2007). There are several
different task definitions for stance, which we ex-
plain below.

One option is defining stance as pro, con, or
neutral towards a topic. Such stance classifica-
tion of arguments (Thomas et al., 2006; Moham-
mad et al., 2016; Küçük and Can, 2020; Schiller
et al., 2021) may have limitations for our use-case
of viewpoint diversity in different news topics, since
it has shown limited cross-topic generalizability
(Reuver et al., 2021; Jakobsen et al., 2021).

Therefore, viewpoint diversity may be better
operationalized with another task definition for
stance: Same Side Stance Classification (SSSC).
This task is designed by Stein et al. (2021), who
released a SSSC shared task dataset and argue
this task is more robust in the cross-topic scenario.
SSSC is the task of classifying whether a pair of
texts express the same (e.g. pro+pro, con+con) or
a different (e.g. pro+con) stance on a topic. Körner
et al. (2021) use the shared task dataset with 2 top-
ics to train a cross-topic, cross-encoder RoBERTa
model. Their extensive dataset analysis shows
that SSSC models still under-perform on unseen
debate topics, with task-specific overfitting on cer-
tain debate topics. Their deduplication efforts give
more realistic cross-topic performance than earlier
versions of the shared task data.

More recently, Figueras et al. (2023) present
a multilingual stance dataset where pairs of so-
cial media comments are annotated as having
an agree or disagree relationship rather than
each text being separately annotated as pro or

https://github.com/myrthereuver/ModelDecisionsStance
https://github.com/myrthereuver/ModelDecisionsStance
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con towards a topic. This shows a pair-wise
same/different definition of stance may also be rel-
evant to the social media domain.

Input Encoding: Bi vs Cross-Encoding An-
other choice point in modelling chance is choos-
ing a specific architecture and model, specifically:
different input encodings. Stance can be mod-
elled by explicitly modelling similarity of the dif-
ferent stance classes, e.g. for pro vs con when
modelling the Same Side Stance definition. This
can be done with bi-encoding approaches such
as SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Bi-
encoding approaches encode each input docu-
ment separately as an embedding representation,
and then measure similarity between these repre-
sentations. Such bi-encoding approaches have
successfully been used for pair- or triplet-wise
stance detection, often with the topic or claim un-
der discussion incorporated in the input pair or
triplet (Popat et al., 2019; Hossain et al., 2020;
Yang and Urbani, 2021). This approach is in con-
trast to cross-encoder architecture for text classifi-
cation in Transformer models, in which two texts
are concatenated (i.e. [arg1] [SEP] [arg2]), after
which a classification head is usually fine-tuned to
make a classification decision on the texts.

Additional Task Knowledge Inter-training or
Intermediate Task Training (Pruksachatkun et al.,
2020) is a form of task transfer: leveraging a
model’s training in Task A for predicting on Task
B (Vu et al., 2020; Albalak et al., 2022). A stance-
related task is NLI (Natural Language Inference).
Similarly to stances, this task also models the rela-
tion between texts and a topic or discussion. The
task is usually defined as classifying whether texts
entail, contradict, or are neutral towards a specific
premise (Nie et al., 2020). Due to the similarity
to the stance detection task and the fact it is a
well-resourced task with many large benchmark
datasets, NLI has been used before as pre-fine-
tuning task for stance classification (Hossain et al.,
2020; Hou et al., 2022).

2.2. Cross-topic Stance Modelling
Training on one topic and then classifying the
stance of texts on a different topic is a known chal-
lenge for stance detection models. Some previ-
ous research has approached this challenge by
looking into topic relatedness, either during eval-
uation or training (Xu et al., 2018; Wei and Mao,
2019). Other stance work, especially with pre-
trained Transformer models, does not explicitly
consider the relatedness of topics when design-
ing or evaluating a cross-topic stance detection ap-
proach, i.e. as in Reimers et al. (2019).

In the following paragraphs, we discuss previ-
ous work on cross-topic stance detection. For
each work, we highlight which comparisons of the

three modelling choices from Figure 1 and Section
2.1 are investigated. This shows that there is no
previous work that comprehensively and directly
compares the effect of all these choices for few-
shot cross-topic stance detection.

Earlier reported results highlight the difficulty
of cross-topic stance detection with Transformer
models. Allaway et al. (2021) consider it a more
fair evaluation of stance when one does not con-
sider topic-relatedness, as this truly measures
whether the model robustly models stance in dif-
ferent topics. Their adversarial model trained to
reduce dependency on topic-specific information
achieves a cross-topic performance of F1 = .49
and F1 = .54 on two unseen topics from the
semeval2016 dataset (Mohammad et al., 2016).
Hardalov et al. (2021) already showed differ-
ent stance datasets respond differently to cross-
domain training on full datasets. Their approach
is based on RoBERTa-base with different domain
encoders, tested on 16 different stance datasets
with pro/con stance labels. Their results across
datasets is between F1 = .32 and F1 = .82. Their
experiments thus focus mostly on the encoding as
well as added task knowledge, e.g. the second
and third column in Figure 1, but do not compare
stance definitions (the first column).

Recent work indicates that topic-agnostic stance
models may not actually use cross-topic knowl-
edge (Reuver et al., 2021; Jakobsen et al., 2021).
Follow-up work focuses therefore on improving the
topical knowledge of stance models, either by in-
creasing the diversity of stance topics in the train-
ing data (Ajjour et al., 2023) or building on ear-
lier work that aims to improve Transformer mod-
els’ use of topic-related contextual knowledge (Liu
et al., 2021; Beck et al., 2023). Beck et al. (2023)
use contextual knowledge in a dual-encoder set-
up to achieve up to F1 + .12 on unseen topics.
These works focus mostly on the data and addi-
tional (task) knowledge, e.g. the last column in Fig-
ure 1, but they do not compare stance definitions
(the first column).

Closest related to our work is Varadarajan et al.
(2022), who show promising results of cross-topic
robustness of the Same Side Stance task defini-
tion in the few-shot setting with RoBERTa - eval-
uating on 34 different topics from a debate forum
dataset. They also test generalization to a Twit-
ter dataset. Their results indicate that only a few
examples are enough for a model to generalize
Same Side Stance to five unseen discussion top-
ics, when training on as few as four examples from
different topics, with best performance when train-
ing on 32 different topics of F1 = .745. However,
rather than our two-class same or different stance
task on the same topic, they add a third class
with a pair of arguments from unrelated topics.
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Earlier computational argumentation research has
showed that having an ‘unrelated’ or ‘no argument’
class can inflate performance (Reuver et al., 2021).
Additionally, they do not compare the Same Side
Stance definition to Pro/Con Stance or the influ-
ence of NLI knowledge (the first and last column
of the experimental set-up in Figure 1).

To summarize: Earlier cross-topic stance work
has either not worked on the few-shot setting,
not looked beyond one stance definition (either
pro/con or Same Side Stance), or has focused on
a small number of topics or datasets. Also, ear-
lier work addressed one choice at the time (defini-
tion, data, architecture), without direct comparison
of how these choices interact. Finally, no previ-
ous study into cross-topic stance robustness has
pre-registered experiments and hypotheses. This
paper systematically investigates how task defini-
tions (pro/con versus same/difference) and input
encodings (bi and cross-encoding) as well as re-
lated task knowledge (NLI) influence cross-topic
robustness in a few-shot setting.

3. Preregistration and Hypotheses

Our study set-up (including hypotheses, datasets,
and experiments) was preregistered on 26-05-
2022, before running the experiments. The pre-
registration is hosted on the Open Science Foun-
dation (OSF) portal.4

We outline the hypotheses tested in this pa-
per below, connected to three choices: definition
(Section 3.1), encoding ( Section 3.2), and added
task knowledge (Section 3.3). These hypotheses
and modelling choices are also visualized in Fig-
ure 1. We also explain the experiments to test
the hypotheses (Section 3.4), and preregistration
changes (Section 3.5).

3.1. Task Definition

Hypothesis 1.1 We expect the SSSC definition to
be more cross-topic robust than the pro/con stance
task definition. This is motivated by the claim in
Stein et al. (2021) that SSSC models can solve
stance in a topic-agnostic manner, as a SSSC
model leans on similarity within a pair of argu-
ments rather than prior knowledge of the topic.

Hypothesis 1.2 We expect that the size of
the topics in training/test splits does not correlate
with the classification performance in cross-topic
pro/con stance classification. This was also found
in Reuver et al. (2021), who surmised that topic
relatedness was much more important.

4https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=
ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943

3.2. Encoding Choices
Hypothesis 2.1 When comparing bi-encoding to
cross-encoding in the Same Side Stance task,
we expect bi-encoding to fluctuate less between
in-topic to cross-topic performance, and improve
cross-topic performance. We expect this because
the bi-encoding architecture focusses on differ-
ence and similarity between two texts. The ex-
pected cross-topic stability is partly based on ear-
lier claims on Same Side Stance (Alshomary and
Wachsmuth, 2019; Stein et al., 2021).

Hypothesis 2.2 We expect cross-encoding to
perform better in both cross-topic and in-topic the
held-out test sets. This would be in line with the
shared task results in Stein et al. (2021).

3.3. Task Knowledge
Hypothesis 3.1 Because of the extra knowledge
added to the model by the additional training, we
expect that adding NLI training to the model will
lead to classification performance gains over mod-
els without NLI training in pre-fine-tuning. This is
based on recent argument mining tasks where pre-
fine-tuning on NLI improved performance (van der
Meer et al., 2022; Heinisch et al., 2022).

3.4. Experiments to test our hypotheses
We test the influence of (1) task definition (pro/con
versus same/different stance), (2) architecture
choices (bi vs cross-encoding) and (3) pre-fine-
tuning on NLI on stance classification performance
in the within-topic and cross-topic scenario. We
test our hypotheses on training samples of 100
examples from 7 different datasets in the stance
benchmark (Schiller et al., 2021).

3.5. Changes to the preregistration
Some pre-registered hypotheses we leave to fu-
ture work, such as hypotheses on different pre-
trained models and clustering as pre-fine tuning
task (Shnarch et al., 2022). We chose RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) as our base model for all model
comparisons rather than comparing different lan-
guage models, to specifically analyze the effect of
different choices rather than different pre-trained
models. Our focus also shifted more to few-shot
rather than full dataset learning. We also left
out additional datasets, because within the stance
benchmark there are already sufficient interesting
contrasts: of within-topic or cross-topic datasets,
as well as different stance labels. Additionally,
rather than analyzing results as averages over
modelling choices, we decided to mostly look into
patterns between modelling choices and datasets,
and differences between datasets.

https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943
https://osf.io/zrhe7/?view_only=ee2870247e4a47678014b1d7b7b7a943
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4. Experimental set-up

4.1. Data
Stance Benchmark Schiller et al. (2021) uni-
fied 10 English-language datasets in one large
pro/con stance benchmark. The 10 different
stance datasets are from different domains (social
media, debate forums, news) and on different top-
ics (e.g. abortion, hydro-electric dams, male infant
circumcision). This benchmark consists of 99,224
training examples, 17,938 development examples
and 43,944 of test examples, and 6,168 topics.

Selection of Datasets from the Benchmark
Our research aim is on stances towards societal
topics, in order to allow for diverse viewpoints on
public discussions. Therefore, we remove the 3 of
the 10 benchmark datasets that contain stances
towards other texts, such as headlines, rumours,
or tweets, only including the datasets with stance
towards a broader societal discussion topic or pro-
posal. This led to a selection of 7 datasets: arc
(Habernal et al., 2018), semeval2016 (Mohammad
et al., 2016) argmin (Stab et al., 2018), iac (Walker
et al., 2012), scd (Hasan and Ng, 2013), ibmcs
(Bar-Haim et al., 2017) and perspectrum (Chen
et al., 2019). Many of these are also used by pre-
vious work (Hardalov et al., 2021; Arakelyan et al.,
2023). The datasets differ in types of texts and
topics as well as number of topics, though some
datasets have the same topics (e.g. gun control,
abortion).5 We use a random set of 100 examples
from each dataset for training, and kept the test
sets as-is. These training samples are representa-
tive in number of topics.

Same Side re-formulation We filter out exam-
ples with labels that are not pro or con (e.g. ‘neu-
tral’, ‘commenting’, or ‘unknown’ stance), and re-
code each of the datasets into pairs of two texts.
The pairs are then labelled TRUE if both texts have
the same stance label on the same topic, and
FALSE if this is not the case. We again use 100
pairs for training, and kept the validation and test
sets as-are from the original datasets.

Cross versus in-Topic Five datasets in the
benchmark are testing a cross-topic scenario:
argmin, scd, ibmcs, iac, and perspectrum. Two
datasets test a within-topic scenario: arc and se-
meval 2016. We use the topic distributions over
train, development, and test sets of these bench-
mark as-is, see Table 1.

4.2. Models
Architectures Our bi-encoding models use SET-
FIT (Tunstall et al., 2022), a framework based on

5Topics per dataset can be found in our GitHub repos-
itory.

Sentence Transformers (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). Sentence Transformers is a bi-encoding
architecture that encodes more similar sentences
as more close in the embedding representations,
and less similar sentences as more distant. SET-
FIT’s training approach is contrastive learning with
triplets of [text1, text2, label] on whether the sen-
tences have the same or a different label. The
sentence encoding is then fed to a classification
head, which predicts the class labels. SETFIT was
originally designed as a few-shot learning method.
Our cross-encoding architecture is the RoBERTa
model with classification head.

Language Models We use all our models as re-
leased on the Huggingface hub. Our RoBERTa-
large bi-encoding model in the SETFIT frame-
work is sentencebert/RoBERTa-large (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019). Our NLI model for bi-
encoding is SBERT-RoBERTa-NLI (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019), trained on Stanford Natural Lan-
guage Inference dataset (Bowman et al., 2015)
and the Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference
Corpus (Williams et al., 2018).

Our cross-encoding RoBERTa-large model is
RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019). For NLI task
knowledge, we use RoBERTa-large-NLI (Liu et al.,
2019) trained with the Multi-Genre Natural Lan-
guage Inference Corpus (Williams et al., 2018).

Hyperparameters For cross-encoding, we op-
timize our models with Adam with Sparse Cate-
gorical Crossentropy. We follow Mosbach et al.
(2020) on stability recommendations for training
Transformer models on small datasets, and train
for many epochs (20 epochs), have a small batch
size (2), and a low learning rate of 16 × 10−6. We
save the weights of the epoch with the best loss
for development set inference. To keep the ex-
periments comparable, we also optimize the bi-
encoding models with Adam, train for 20 epochs,
a classification head learning rate of 16×10−6 and
have a small batch-size (2). SETFIT also requires
a step of training the encoding body independent
from the classification head. SETFIT learning rate
of the contrastive learning while freezing the clas-
sification head (Tunstall et al., 2022) is 10−5, and
trained for only one epoch as to not over-fit.

Software and Hardware We use python3.7
with the Huggingface Transformers (Wolf et al.,
2020) library for Transformer models, with Ten-
sorflow back-end. Our code is based on ear-
lier released code by Tunstall et al. (2022) and
Shnarch et al. (2022). Our experimental code can
be found on GitHub.6 Our cross-encoding exper-
iments were run on two GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
GPUs, bi-encoding experiments experiments were
run on a single A10 GPU.

6https://github.com/myrthereuver/
ModelDecisionsStance

https://github.com/myrthereuver/ModelDecisionsStance
https://github.com/myrthereuver/ModelDecisionsStance
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ibmcs pers argmin iac1 scd* arc sem2016

labels 2 2 2 3 2 4 3

domain forum Twitter

Evaluation cross-topic in-topic

SSSC-100-train topics 21 80 5 6 3* 64 5
ProCon-100-train topics 22 80 5 6 6* 69 5

Topics test 30 227 2 2 4* 183 5
Topics same in train/test 0 0 0 0 4* 183 5

SSSC test 1154 2230 2571 762 67* 414 699
Pro/Con test 1355 2773 2726 924 964* 3559 1249

Table 1: Summary statistics of the benchmark datasets. *The SCD dataset has implicit topics, we match with semi-
automatic word list on four topics: Obama, Marijuana, Gay Marriage, and Abortion.

5. Results

Classification results (in macro-F1 performance)
over 7 datasets, averaged over modelling choice
and dataset specifics such as number of classes,
are presented in Table 2. A table with results for
the 7 individual datasets is in Appendix A. Results
concerning Hypotheses 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 are
also visually shown in Figure 2. Hypothesis 1.2 is
separately visualized in Figure 3.

Our results average over 7 stance benchmark
datasets and all modelling choices to F1 =
.447, SD = .090), with for instance F1 = .525 for
the iac dataset (with SSSC definition, bi-encoding,
and without NLI) to F1 = .766 for the perspectrum
dataset (with SSSC definition, cross-encoding and
NLI). These are comparable to results in related
literature on the same datasets: F1 = .536 (iac)
vs F1 = .766 (perspectrum) (Arakelyan et al.,
2023). This shows our results are sufficiently well-
performing for investigating the effects of mod-
elling choices. See Section 6 for more in-depth
comparisons to earlier work. We interpret results
according to our hypotheses in the sections below.

5.1. Task Definition

Hypothesis 1.1 We expected the SSSC task def-
inition to be more cross-topic robust than the
pro/con task definition. Visually, the relevant dis-
tinction between task definitions in the cross-topic
condition is presented in the first panel of Figure 2.

The mean cross-topic performance for the
Pro/Con definition over 4 cross-topic datasets in
all modelling choices is (F1 = .433, SD = .117).
This shows less stability than the mean cross-
topic performance of the SSSC definition (F1 =
.507, SD = .035). SSSC shows higher classifica-
tion performance (F1 + .074), but also a higher
standard deviation (F1 + .082), meaning more dif-
ference across datasets. This seems to confirm

our hypothesis of SSSC being more robust, i.e.
less difference across datasets. However, this is
not a fair comparison, as it includes datasets with
different numbers of labels. Only 2-label cross-
topic datasets show very similar performance in
both definitions, with Pro/Con F1 = .552, SD =
.051, SSSC: F1 = .543, SD = .093. That shows
no meaningful difference between task definitions
in datasets with the same number of labels.

However, an effect of task definition does appear
when considering a relationship with other mod-
elling decisions, or in different individual datasets.
The relationship between SSSC and Pro/Con
is different in cross-encoding versus bi-encoding
models. In cross-encoding models, SSSC out-
performs Pro/Con substantially. This improve-
ment in models with NLI is F1 + .126, and F1 +
.042 in F1 without NLI. In bi-encoding models, the
SSSC definition shows substantially less improve-
ment: an increase of F1 +.001 without NLI, and
+.039 with NLI.

Some individual datasets do show more cross-
topic robustness in SSSC, with considerable dif-
ference: The first panel of Figure 2 shows that the
two-label perspectrum dataset (X symbol) gains
almost a .05 in F1 with a SSSC definition (from
F1 = .597 with Pro/Con to F1 = .628 with SSSC
stance), while the three-label iac dataset (plotted
as black △) shows a much larger improvement of
> .1 (SSSC: F1 = .471, Pro/Con: F1 = .315).
The scd (+ symbol) dataset, in some conditions, is
less robust with SSSC: F1 = .461 for bi-encoding,
while F1 = .436 for cross-encoding without NLI.
With NLI, we see the opposite, and SSSC out-
performs the Pro/Con definition.

To summarize: The impact of the task defini-
tion leads to mixed results. It is visible in some
datasets, but not in all. SSSC does seem to con-
sistently improve results when combined with NLI
training, and this is mostly visible in datasets with
two Pro/Con stance labels.
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Definition Encoding +Task cross-topic in-topic

2-class datasets 3-class dataset 3+ class datasets
ibmcs, pers, argmin, scd iac arc, semeval2016

Pro/Con cross- - .534 (.052) .344 .337 (.151)
encoding +NLI .541 (.035) .345 .324 (.123)

bi- +SentSim .554 (.078) .280 .457 (.190)
encoding +NLI .582 (.038) .288 .483 (.026)

SSSC cross- - .539 (.120) .389 .470 (.025)
encoding +NLI .623 (.157) .455 .569 (.032)

bi- .468 (.036) .525 .450 (.039)
encoding +NLI .543 (.059) .516 .445 (.020)

Table 2: Average results (in macro F1) over different dataset types (cross/in-topic, 2-class and 3 class
datasets) on the few-shot stance experiments.
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Figure 2: Comparisons for Hypothesis 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1. Colours of hypotheses are the same as
the colours of the decision choices (definition, encoding, and task knowledge) from Figure 1.
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1.2: Influence of N Topics on Classification Performance

Figure 3: Visual representation of the compar-
isons made for Hypothesis 1.2

Hypothesis 1.2 We expected the number of top-
ics in train/test splits to not be connect to perfor-
mance. We indeed see no effect of the number of
topics on classification performance (see Table 1
for the number of topics per dataset). The top two
subplots in Figure 3 represent the relationship be-
tween number of training topics and mean classi-
fication performance on the different datasets, per
task definition. We find no performance increase

for datasets with more topics: datasets with best
performance are dataset with lowest and highest
number of training topics.

The relationship between the number of training
and test topics differs per dataset: perspectrum
has substantially more test topics than training top-
ics (+147), ibmcs has only slightly more (+8/9), and
iac1 (-4) as well as argmin (-3) have less test topics
than training topics. The other datasets (arc and
SemEval) have no difference in number of topics in
train and test sets. The lower two subplots of Fig-
ure 3 also showed no clear relationship between
classification performance and datasets with more,
less, or the same number of topics as in test sets.

5.2. Encoding Choices

Hypothesis 2.1 For Same Side Stance, we ex-
pected bi-encoding to have less difference than
cross-encoding between in-topic and cross-topic
evaluation. We see this is indeed the case. Fig-
ure 2, panel 2 shows the difference in cross versus
bi-encoding in the Same Side Stance task. Cross-
encoding in general out-performs bi-encoding for
Same Side Stance, when averaging performance
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across all other modelling choices.
Bi-encoding SSSC (without NLI) performs in-

topic lower (mean F1 = .450, SD = .039) than
cross-topic (mean F1 = .469). The slight dif-
ference is .019 in F1 between cross and in-topic.
Cross-encoding SSSC (without NLI) shows across
in-topic datasets (F1 = .569) slightly higher perfor-
mance than cross-topic (F1 = .539). The differ-
ence is .030 in F1.

There is a slight difference between cross-topic
and within-topic performance for bi-encoding. The
difference between in-topic and cross-topic per-
formance is higher for cross-encoding. This con-
firms our hypothesis that bi-encoding is performing
more cross-topic robust, i.e. with less difference
between in and cross-topic performance. How-
ever, different datasets respond differently to en-
coding choices. Panel 3 of Figure 2 shows the
IAC1 dataset (plotted as black △) improving with
cross- over bi-encoding with nearly +.1 F1. Re-
versely, ibmcs (plotted as ⋆) improves with +.1 F1
with bi-encoding over cross-encoding.

Hypothesis 2.2 Our hypothesis was that cross-
encoding would perform better than bi-encoding in
stance classification, following previous literature.
Overall, we found the oppposite, with bi-encoding
showing slightly higher classification performance
than cross-encoding. However, we found a multi-
faceted relationship, with other modelling choices
influencing performance, and a strong difference
between different datasets. Same Side Stance re-
sponds better to cross-encoding (F1 = .540, SD =
.120) than bi-encoding (F1 = .491, SD = .054),
while Pro/Con performs similarly with bi-encoding
(F1 = .451, SD = .121) and cross-encoding (F1 =
460, SD = .151).

5.3. Task Knowledge
Hypothesis 3.1 We hypothesized that models fine-
tuned on an auxiliary task would outperform mod-
els without additional fine-tuning. Results of our
experiments with NLI show that NLI indeed mostly
improves classification performance, but not al-
ways. Overall, +NLI (F1 = .502) does not clearly
outperform the modelling choice without NLI (F1 =
.469), mostly due to the lack of improvement in
in-topic datasets. However, looking at other mod-
elling choices, the positive effect of +NLI is very
clear. In the Pro/Con definition we in general see
that NLI helps, but not as much as for SSSC, es-
pecially in the cross-encoding models. With the
Same Side Stance definition, cross-encoding mod-
els show an average increase of F1 = .084 in
2-class datasets, which is substantial. Similarly,
Same Side Stance models with bi-encoding + NLI
show a considerable and large improvement for
some datasets (perspectrum, scd, arc, sem2016)
compared to bi-encoding without NLI. Some of our

cross-encoding NLI models perform much higher
than the reported mean, up to F1 = .766 for per-
spectrum and F1 = .734 for ibmcs.

6. Discussion

Results related to hypotheses Some of our hy-
potheses and the claims in previous literature
(Stein et al., 2021) were confirmed by our results,
but only in some conditions: Same Side Stance is
more cross-topic robust, but considering different
datasets and other modelling choices shows that
the result is different for different encoding choices.
We also saw no performance increase with more
topics in training, which we expected.

For encoding, we found an influence of other
modelling choices: we expected better perfor-
mance with cross-encoding overall, and a bi-
encoding to aid cross-topic robustness in Same
Side Stance. We found that in fact cross-encoding
out-performs bi-encoding in same-side stance,
but some datasets performing better with cross-
encoding, while others with bi-encoding.

Adding NLI as auxiliary knowledge improved
the classification performance of our models sub-
stantially, which becomes visible when looking at
the effect on other modelling choices. Heinisch
et al. (2022) and van der Meer et al. (2022) al-
ready found that NLI knowledge aids performance
in argument-related tasks. On the other hand, it
is surprising that NLI does not improve classifica-
tion performance for all datasets. Some datasets
respond exceptionally well to adding knowledge
from NLI, while other datasets do not show this im-
provement. The variance in performance across
datasets makes it difficult to choose one few-shot
modelling approach for stance on all datasets.

Comparison to results in related work
Varadarajan et al. (2022) conclude that a cross-
encoder Transformer can generalize Same Side
Stance to previously unseen topics with only a few
training examples, and can do so with similar per-
formance to in the in-topic setting. Their RoBERTa
model obtained F1 = .718 on SSSC with three
classes (similar, different, unrelated), when trained
on 32 unrelated topics and tested on 5 unseen top-
ics. However, earlier computational argumenta-
tion research has shown that having an ‘unrelated’
or ‘no argument’ class can inflate performance
(Reuver et al., 2021). Our average performance
of the Same Side Stance task with cross-encoding
architecture over four different cross-topic stance
datasets with two classes is F1 = .557 (training
with 100 examples), but with a large deviation over
different datasets. The model trained on the per-
spectrum dataset (80 train topics, 30 other test top-
ics) performs well with F1 = .702, with adding
NLI knowledge boosting this performance to F1 =
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.776. Other datasets, e.g. the argmin dataset (five
training topics, one other test topic), perform much
below this with F1 = .411, but also with a substan-
tial improvement with NLI to F1 = .564. Reporting
one average results over one dataset appears in-
sufficient to show robust effects of task definitions
such as Same Side Stance.

Körner et al. (2021) perform full dataset learning
on one Same Side Stance dataset (60,362 train
pairs, 1 train topic, testing on 32,842 test exam-
ples of another topic), and achieved a highest per-
formance of F1 = .624 when carefully consider-
ing a clean train/test-split, while an earlier shared
task evaluation (Ollinger et al., 2020) on a version
of this dataset with more train/test overlap (Stein
et al., 2021) led to a highest F1 of .737. These
cross-topic results with models trained on a full
dataset are comparable to or even worse than
some of our cross-topic few-shot NLI models on
several of our datasets: ibmcs (21 training, 30 test
topics) with F1 = .785, and perspectrum (80 train
topics, 30 other test topics) with F1 = .772. One
possible explanation is that topic diversity in the
training set allows for better generalization, which
is what Varadarajan et al. (2022) found. However,
we found no clear relationship between topic diver-
sity and classification performance.

Arakelyan et al. (2023) focus on optimizing data
selection with topic diversity rather than optimizing
modelling decisions. They select < 10% of each
stance dataset. Comparing our best results per
dataset to theirs shows comparable results. Per-
spectrum receives F1 = .83 with their optimized
sample and .77 with a random sample, which
is comparable to our best result for that dataset
(F1 = .766). For the iac dataset they obtain F1 =
.569, and F1 = .42 with random sampling. This
is comparable to our result with the best modelling
choices for that dataset (F1 = .536). This shows
that in few-shot learning, optimizing for modelling
decisions can have a similar performance improve-
ment to optimizing data subsets. Recently, Waldis
et al. (2024) investigated differently pre-trained
models, which is a modelling choice we did not
explore. They find diverse pre-training objectives
allow for better cross-topic stance capabilities.

Dataset characteristics Different modelling
choices have different effects on different stance
datasets. The Pro/Con datasets that perform best
are the perspectrum dataset (F1 = .766 with
NLI) and the ibmcs dataset (F1 = .734 with NLI),
while several other datasets with the exact same
modelling choices (Pro/Con with NLI) perform sub-
stantially lower, such as the scd dataset (F1 =
.428) and argmin (F1 = .564). All of these are
datasets with 2 Pro/Con stance labels, so the dif-
ference cannot be due to a different number of la-
bels. Their topic contents are slightly different: the

most successful datasets are the ones where the
training data size has relatively many topics: 21-
227 (ibmcs) and 80-82 (perspectrum), while the
least successful datasets have fewer topics in the
training data (five for argmin and three for scd).
However, a clear linear relationship between num-
ber of topics in training and performance, or even
training-test difference, was not visible in Figure 3
when plotting average performance of all models
with the same dataset. Table 3 in Appendix A does
seem to show that datasets with more topics per-
form better, but mostly with NLI models.

It appears that stance datasets with the highest
performances contain texts from websites specifi-
cally aimed at debating. Perspectrum (Chen et al.,
2019) contains texts from debate websites and
its topics are formal proposals, such as “The Eu-
ropean Union should adopt a single working lan-
guage through which to operate”. The ibmcs
dataset (Bar-Haim et al., 2017) has similar con-
tent. In contrast, argmin (Stab et al., 2018) is pur-
posely built from heterogeneous web documents,
and contains one-word topics such as “abortion”.

Ng and Carley (2022) looked into differences
of seven stance datasets. One of their findings
was that in different 80/20% train/test splits, per-
formance fluctuates substantially. This fits our re-
sults: we found performance inconsistency in dif-
ferent datasets, while they found performance in-
consistency within stance datasets.

7. Conclusion

This paper compares different modelling choices
for few-shot modelling of stance for the goal of
diversifying news. We investigate two task def-
initions (Same Side Stance and Pro/Con), two
architectures (cross and bi-encoding), and the
addition of related task knowledge (NLI) with
five pre-registered hypotheses on seven stance
benchmark datasets. The effect of the Same
Side Stance definition on performance differs per
dataset and other modelling choice, and we found
no clear relationship between number of training
topics and performance. Cross-encoding gener-
ally out-performs bi-encoding, but some datasets
show the opposite effect. Adding NLI training to
our models gives considerable improvement for
some datasets, but inconsistent results for others.
We conclude that experiments beyond one dataset
or modelling choice are essential for finding ro-
bust effects of modelling the concept ‘stance’. A
viewpoint-diverse news recommender can use ro-
bust cross-topic stance models to measure stance
differences between news articles, in order to rec-
ommend new viewpoints to newsreaders.

7The number of topics differs with +/- one to three
topics per task definition, see Table 1
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Limitations

Dataset Limitations Our results are limited in
several ways. First of all, these experimental re-
sults only reflect outcomes on English-language
datasets (Bender, 2019), and then mostly datasets
centered on socio-political debates from the
English-speaking United States, such as gun con-
trol, abortion, and the US-Iraq war. This limits es-
pecially the cross-topic experiments, which would
benefit from more topic diversity.

Computational limitations The models pre-
sented in this work are dependent on access to
GPU computing clusters. This will for reproducibil-
ity imply dependence on (third-party) cloud com-
puting systems. We would like to state that un-
equal access to computing resources, and an non-
transparent explanation of computing resources
used in NLP, is an a prominent problem in recent
GPU resource-hungry NLP work. See Lee et al.
(2023) for a first quantified exploration of the ef-
fects of such inequality on Natural Language Pro-
cessing research and the research community.

Complexity of opinions This paper represents
human viewpoints as stances in favor or against
debate topics. This is a simplification of real hu-
man opinion and human debate. Opinions are
complex, subject to change, and contextual to spe-
cific topics and contexts (Joseph et al., 2021). Re-
ducing this to a stance label that never changes
would make this unfair and also not representative
of humans in society. We recommend stakehold-
ers to be careful when attempting to represent hu-
mans, human reading behaviours, or any other as-
pect with a stance label that is permanent, and to
carefully consider context factors when doing so.

Ethical Considerations

Preregistration and responsible science This
paper describes a hypothesis-driven study, as we
pre-registered our hypotheses before we started
our experiments. Preregistration is relatively new
to NLP, first introduced to our community with ex-
tensive recommendations by Van Miltenburg et al.
(2021), and discussed by Søgaard et al. (2023).
Our experiments used preregistration with sev-
eral aims related to ethical and responsible sci-
ence. Firstly, we wanted to be transparent and
precise about our research contributions, which
pre-registered hypotheses allow us to do. Sec-
ondly, pre-registering our experiments allows us
to be focused and limited in the amount of com-
pute needed to answer our research questions.
This has benefits for a large problem in current
experimental NLP work: large pre-trained models

have a large the climate impact (Hershcovich et al.,
2022). Another benefit of this controlled use of
compute is for research groups having less access
to computational resources, who can with prereg-
istration clearly target specific hypotheses rather
than running larger experiments aimed at finding
performance increases. Preregistration also en-
courages researchers to not only present positive
results, but also mixed results. NLP has a publish-
ing culture with difficulty of publishing negative re-
sults (Parra Escartín et al., 2017), and a hard time
of publishing research that has more negative re-
sults than earlier published positive results. We
therefore consider preregistration a potential tool
for more responsible and ethical publishing prac-
tices, and recommend other authors to explore it.

Detecting difference in opinion Our study is in-
tended as a building block towards building com-
putational models that are more able to detect a
diversity of opinions, and our ultimate goal is to
design an opinion-diverse news information plat-
form. This is a goal with clear normative implica-
tions: we aim to promote diversity and democratic,
deliberative debate. However, work on computa-
tional argumentation is a double-edged sword, as
models have a dual use: detection of different ar-
guments can also be used to detect and then sup-
press opinion diversity, rather than promote diver-
sity. Another possible negative use case is one
to detect opinionated expressions that are against
certain governments or policies. The latter use-
case could lead to the censorship of minorities or
dissenting opinions by governments, companies,
or other powerful actors. We explicitly condemn
any of such uses of our models.
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A. Results on Individual Datasets

Below are Table 3 and 4, which describe results per individual dataset.

Task ↓ Architecture ↓ Model ↓ datasets (2 labels)
ibmcs pers argmin scd Mean (std)

Pro/Con cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .458 (.007) .554 (.002) .551 (.001) .574 (.021) .534 (.052)
+NLI .498 (.07) .566 (.002) .527 (.002) .574 (.002) .541 (.035)

bi-encoding +STS .520 (< .002) .634 (< .001) .599 (.002) .461 (.003) .554 (.078)
+NLI .566 (.090) .635 (.001) .547 (.010) .578 (.003) .582 (.038)

SSSC cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .518 (.007) .702 (.06) .411 (.05) .526 (.024) .539 (.121)
+NLI .734 (.004) .766 (.001) .564 (.003) .428 (.002) 623 (.157)

bi-encoding +STS .474 (< .001) .518 (< .001) .447 (< .001) .436 (< .001) 469 (.0360)
+NLI .491 (< .001) .528 (<.05) .525 (< .001) .627 ( < .001) .542 (.059)

dataset mean (std) .532 (.088) .613 (.088) .521 (.062) .526 (.075)

Table 3: Results (M F1 ) (macro) and SD over 5 random seeds) for stance datasets testing the cross-
topic scenario with 2 labels in the Pro/Con task. All models were trained with the same hyperparameters
(batch=2, LR =16×10−6 ,epochs=20), , and same N = 100 train split. Train/Test split as defined in Table 1

Task ↓ Architecture ↓ Model ↓ datasets (3 labels, cross-topic)
iac

Pro/Con cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .345 (.008)
+NLI .345 (.001)

bi-encoding +STS .280 (.039)
+NLI .288 (.011)

SSSC cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .389 (.020)
+NLI .455 (.013)

bi-encoding +STS .525 (.002)
+NLI .516 (< .001)

dataset average .393 (.096)

Table 4: Results (M and SD over 5 random seeds) for stance datasets testing the cross-topic scenario with
more than 2 labels in the Pro/Con task definition. All models were trained with the same hyperparameters
(batch=2, LR =16×10−6 ,epochs=20), and same N = 100 train split. Train/Test split as defined in Table 1.
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Task ↓ Architecture ↓ Model ↓ datasets (labels) (in-topic)
arc (4) sem2016 (3) Mean (std)

Pro/Con cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .230 (< 007) .443 (.002) .337 (.151)
+NLI .237 (.004) .411 (.021) .324 (.123)

bi-encoding +STS .223 (.001) .492 (.004) .357 (.190)
+NLI .227 (< .001) .389 (.02) .308 (.115)

SSSC cross-encoding RoBERTa-large .477 (.017) .463 (.050) .470 (.099)
+NLI .547 (< .001) .592 (.06) .569 (.032)

bi-encoding +STS .423 (.001) .478 (< .001) .450 (.039)
+NLI .431 (.007) .460 (< .001) .445 (.020)

dataset average .349 (.134) .466 (.061)

Table 5: Results (in macro F1) for stance datasets testing the within-topic scenario with more than 2
labels in the Pro/Con task definition. All models were trained with the same hyperparameters (batch=2,
LR =16× 10−6 ,epochs=20), and train-test splits as defined in Table 1
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